Incorporating Video Into Your Teaching

**Course Media Production**
We work with instructors and researchers from across the University to create professional, engaging videos in a variety of formats. From instruction to demonstrations to interviews, we will find the best way to convey your learning objective.

**Studio Design**
Lights! Camera! Action! Based on your personal video goals and budget, we can recommend the right cameras, microphones, and other essential production tools to equip studio spaces of any size and scope.

**Multimedia Consultation**
Whether you are a tech-savvy guru looking for a quick tip, or someone brand new to the world of media production, we can discuss the tools and methods that can most effectively help you produce your own media projects.

**Instructor/Student Training**
In our hands-on learning sessions, we can show you or your students the best practices and methods for using video in your work. Discover how you can use your media resources in either one-on-one tutorials or in one of our classes at the Technology Engagement Center.

oit-mt-info@duke.edu